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Sea-salt aerosols are a source of atmospheric bromine responsible for ozone depletion. The availability
of bromine from sea-salt aerosols to heterogeneous phase chemical reactions is determined by its local
concentration at the aerosol surface. We report here complete surface segregation of bromine in mixed
NaCl=NaBr aerosols grown by drying droplets, thus mimicking the atmospheric process by which solid
sea-salt aerosols are generated. For d ¼ 70 nm solid aerosols, complete surface segregation is observed for
solution Br=Cl ratios below 2%. These findings set a size-dependent upper limit on the bromine surface
enrichment that can be reached in solid salt aerosols grown from sea-water droplets in the atmosphere.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Sea-salt aerosols are among the most abundant aerosols
in the atmosphere. In addition to their role in past [1] and
present [2] climate change, they play a crucial role in ozone
depletion. During the arctic sunrise in the spring, nearcomplete ozone depletion coincides with a rise in concentration of bromine-containing compounds [3–5]. Evidence
points to sea salt as being an important source of the
bromine [6], both as aerosols and deposited on snow [7,8].
Mechanisms have been proposed for both the halogen
release from sea-salt aerosols [9] and for the halogencatalyzed reactions leading to ozone depletion [10]. The
kinetics of halogen reactions at the aerosol surface depend
critically on the relative amount of Cl and Br at the surface
[4] since the surface composition dictates which species are
available to chemically react with the surrounding gas
phase. This motivates the interest in understanding the local
surface composition of sea-salt aerosols as opposed to their
bulk composition. The bromine/chlorine ratio in sea-water
is 1∶660 (0.15%) [11], and in the absence of surface
segregation, the same value is also expected at the surface
of sea-salt aerosols. Sea-salt aerosols are formed from seaspray droplets after water evaporation, and they exist in air
as liquid drops, deliquescent drops, or as dry sea-salt
particles depending on the relative humidity of the
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surroundings [12]. For NaCl, the most abundant salt in
sea water, the efflorescence point lies at 45% relative
humidity while showing some dependence on the size of
the particles [13]. Sea-salt aerosols exist in a wide size
distribution ranging from ultrafine particles of diameters
down to 5 nm, up to particles in the micron size range [14].
Their size critically influences their lifetime in the atmosphere, the smaller aerosols being likelier to leave the humid
oceanic regions and be transported by wind to dryer regions
where they can crystallize to form solids. High-altitude
measurements of aerosol concentration above the Pacific
Ocean show an increase in particle-number density in the
nanometer-size range [15]. For particles that reside long in
the atmosphere, the size distribution becomes skewed
towards smaller particles, as larger particles are removed
by gravitational settling [16]. This motivates the interest
in studying finite-size aerosols grown from water solution droplets, as opposed to quasi-infinite-size bulk-model
systems.
The surface composition in solid sea-salt aerosols
reflects both the structure of the precursor droplets and
the dynamics of the evaporation/crystallization process.
A paradigm shift in our understanding of local ion concentration in aqueous solutions has occurred in the last 10
to 15 years, whereby the previous model of a water-gas
interface devoid of ions has been replaced with a model,
supported by both experimental and theoretical evidence,
where ions can lie at the surface and even be enriched at the
surface as compared to the bulk [17–19].
Previous studies of NaCl=NaBr binary bulk crystals
grown from solutions have revealed up to 35-fold [20]
surface enhancement of bromine over the average concentration in the crystals as a whole. Similarly, a 38-fold
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concentration increase at the surface was observed when
sea-water aerosols in the size range of around 10 μm were
deposited on ice packs [21]. Furthermore, studies on
wetted, macroscopic NaCl=NaBr mixed crystals have
explored the halogen ion ratios at the surface and revealed
an excess of surface bromide [22]. Surface enhancement of
bromine in atmospherically relevant aerosols in the nanometer size range has not yet been studied. In contrast to the
above studies, which model the chemistry of micron-size
deposited salt particles, here we address the important issue
of bromine surface segregation from a different viewpoint
more relevant to the way sea-salt aerosols are generated in
the atmosphere. Our data undoubtedly demonstrate that
complete bromine surface segregation takes place in submicron solid aerosols. Here, complete surface segregation
means that all bromine ions contained in the initial droplets
end up in the thin surface layer of the solid aerosols that is
probed by electron spectroscopy. We show that the finite
amount of bromine in such aerosols and their high surface/
bulk ratio set an upper limit to the surface enrichment.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
NaCl and NaBr salts (≥ 99.99% purity, Sigma Aldrich)
were dissolved in water purified with a milli-Q system
(Millipore, Saint-Quentin en Yvelines, France). The purified water has a stated total-organic-carbon content of
< 5 ppb (μg=L), orders of magnitude lower than the saltsolution concentration, ensuring a very low risk of carbon
contamination of the sample. The solutions were sprayed
into a nitrogen atmosphere using a commercial atomizer
[Model 3076, TSI (Shoreview, MN)], which generates
droplets that are dried using two silica gel diffusion dryers
(Model 3062, TSI), yielding solid aerosols of mixed
alkali halides. The obtained size distribution from a 1%
NaBr=NaCl aqueous solution as determined with a differential mobility analyzer coupled to a condensation particle
counter is shown in Fig. 1(a) and revealed a log-normal size
distribution with the mode of the distribution at d ¼ 70 nm.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Photoelectron spectra of mixed NaCl=NaBr solid
nanoscale aerosols with variable salt mixing ratios in the
primary droplets are presented in Fig. 2. The features
associated with emission of localized Br 3d and Na 2s
electrons are marked on the figure. The observed rise in
200
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Other mixing ratios of NaBr and NaCl did not result in
significantly different size distributions. The resulting
alkali halide nanoscale aerosols are transferred into vacuum
and focused with an aerodynamic lens system [23–28],
which yields a collimated beam of isolated aerosols with a
full-width-at-half-maximum of 550 μm. The profile of the
aerosol beam is shown in Fig. 1(b). It was obtained by
recording the total electron yield from d ¼ 70-nm NaCl
aerosols while moving the outlet of the aerodynamic lens
system relative to the x-ray beam. The background pressure
in the interaction chamber was typically 10−6 mbar during
the experiments.
The probed depth in x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy is
considered to be 3 times the inelastic mean-free path of the
photoelectrons [29]. Using a photon energy of 133.5 eV, we
estimate the inelastic mean-free path for Br 3d and Na 2s
photoelectrons to be 0.60 nm and 0.62 nm, respectively
[30]. The photoelectrons’ escape depth is thus around 2 nm.
The experiments were performed at the SOLEIL synchrotron radiation facility (Saint-Aubin, France) at the
PLEIADES beam line [31], which is dedicated to soft
x-ray spectroscopy studies of dilute samples ranging in size
from atoms [32] and molecules [33–36] to clusters [37] and
nanoparticles [24,38,39]. The polarization vector of the
radiation was chosen to be parallel to the spectrometer axis.
The bandwidth of the x rays was set to 127 meV. The
photoelectron spectra were recorded with a VG-Scienta
R4000 electron spectrometer operated with a pass energy of
200 eV and an entrance slit opening of 800 μm, resulting in
a spectrometer resolution of 400 meV and an overall
experimental resolution of 420 meV.
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FIG. 1. (a) Aerosol-size distribution after spraying of a 1 g=L 1% NaBr=NaCl solution and subsequent drying. (b) Total electron yield
from d ¼ 70-nm aerosol ionized with a photon energy of 100 eV while moving the outlet of the aerodynamic lens system. The aerosol
beam is found to have a full-width-at-half maximum of 550 μm.
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FIG. 2. Photoelectron spectra of mixed NaCl=NaBr solid
aerosols generated from solution droplets with different
NaCl=NaBr mixing ratios. The Br=Cl ion ratio in the solution
is indicated for each spectrum. By using the Br 3d/Na 2s ratio in
pure NaBr aerosols, the Br=Cl surface ratio in the mixed solid
aerosols is inferred. The spectra have been recorded at a photon
energy of 133.5 eV, which generates photoelectrons with kinetic
energies lying at the minimum of the “universal curve” of the
electron inelastic mean-free-path to ensure maximum surface
sensitivity. The acquisition time for each spectrum is around
two hours.

electron signal at low kinetic energy is due to inelastic
scattering of the outgoing photoelectrons. For comparison,
a similar photoelectron spectrum of pure NaBr aerosols is
also shown. For each of the spectra in Fig. 2, the acquisition
time is around two hours.
The photon energy used in the experiments was
133.5 eV, which led to electron kinetic energies lying
close to the minimum of the “universal curve” [30] for the
electron inelastic mean-free path in the aerosols, which
confers maximal surface sensitivity to the experiments.
Because of the reduced inelastic mean-free path of the
photoelectrons in the solid particles, the spectra in Fig. 2
only reflect the particle composition in the topmost 2 nm of
the particles, photoelectrons originating from deeper
regions in the aerosols not being able to reach the surface.
The simultaneous measurement of the Br 3d and Na 2s
lines eliminates the need for normalization with respect to
photon flux and particle density and prevents the need for
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assumptions about photoabsorption cross sections and
photoemission angular anisotropy.
When increasing the amount of NaBr relative to NaCl in
the primary droplets, the Br 3d photoemission signal
increases relative to the Na 2s signal, which is interpreted
as an increase of the Br content at the surface. The Br 3d
signal acts as a gauge of the Br=Cl surface concentration
since a rise in the Br surface concentration corresponds to a
drop in the Cl concentration to maintain charge neutrality.
For the same reason, the amount of Na ions in the probed
region is equal to the total amount of anions.
Under these drying conditions, the particles are found to
be devoid of water. This was confirmed by x-ray absorption
measurements near the O 1s absorption edge where no O 1s
signal is found for any of the aerosols [40]. This important
control experiment excludes the possibility that the
enhanced Br 3d signal might be due to a residual water
film on the surface of the aerosols, leaving only the
possibility that the Br enhancement is indeed at the surface
of the solid aerosols.
Figure 3(a) shows the Br 3d/Na 2s photoemission signal
ratios (right axis) measured at several NaCl=NaBr mixing
ratios in the precursor liquid droplets. The point at 100% Br
was obtained for pure NaBr aerosols (topmost spectrum in
Fig. 2). Using the Br 3d/Na 2s ratio for such pure NaBr
aerosols (7.56  0.41), corresponding to a 1∶1 ratio of
Br=Na atoms, the percentage of bromine atoms with
respect to the total amount of anions within the probed surface region can be determined and is shown on the left axis.
While the NaBr=NaCl is varied, the total salt concentration
is kept constant at 1 g=L to ensure constant aerosol size.
As for the mixing ratios shown in Fig. 2, the bromine
surface concentration for the solid aerosols exceeds that in
the primary droplets and shows a pronounced dependence
on the mixing ratio in the droplets. In Fig. 3(a), the measured surface concentrations of bromine are compared to
three models for ion distribution in the solid aerosols:
(i) The broken line with a slope of 1 corresponds to the
bromine surface concentration if the bromine and chlorine
ions were homogeneously distributed throughout the whole
volume of the aerosol and the ratio is determined by the
bromine/chlorine ratios in the primary droplets. This model
underestimates the bromine surface concentration, supporting surface segregation of bromine. (ii) The dotted line
shows a model of complete surface segregation, where all
the Br ions contained in the primary droplets are in the
surface region of the solid aerosol. For a 70-nm-diameter
sphere, used as a model for the particles in the present study
that have an aerodynamic diameter of 70 nm, 16% of the
particle volume is contained in the outermost 2 nm, which
is the depth probed in this experiment. If all bromine ions in
the primary droplets end up in the surface layer of the solid
aerosol following the evaporation of the water and crystallization of the salts, one would expect the experimental
points to follow a straight line of slope 6.25, which is equal
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FIG. 3. Br=Cl ion surface ratios in d ¼ 70-nm aerosols as a function of the Br=Cl atom ratio in the primary droplets. (a) Ratio of
integrated Br 3d and Na 2s photoemission signals (right axis) and the resulting surface atom percentage as a function of the mixing ratio
(left axis). The broken line represents a model with no surface segregation, and the dotted line represents a model with complete
segregation (all bromine ions in the primary droplet end up in the surface region of the solid aerosol—see text). The blue curve is based
on a fit to the Seah-Hondros theory of surface segregation. (b) Zoom-in of the low-mixing-ratio region where complete bromide surface
segregation is observed.

to the volume/surface ratio. This model of complete
segregation describes the experimental data well at low
mixing ratios, indicating full bromine surface segregation
at mixing ratios below ≈2%. This region is emphasized in
Fig. 3(b), showing that complete surface segregation of
bromine ions takes place. (iii) Lastly, the blue curve
corresponds to a fit to the measured data using the
expression for surface segregation in solids given by
Seah and Hondros [41], which is a condensed-phase
analogue to the gas-phase adsorption theory of Brunauer,
Emmett, and Teller [42]. Here, the driving force for the
segregation is the higher surface affinity of one of the two
species in the binary mixture. It accounts for multilayer
adsorption to an interface. In this model, the linear increase
of the surface concentration at low mixing ratios is due to
all surface-affine species (bromine in this case) finding a
spot on the surface, whereas the later leveling off is a
consequence of partial surface coverage and competition
between bromine ions for the finite number of available
surface spots. This is due to the surface affinity of the first
layer being greater than that of subsequent layers.
The surface enhancement phenomenon observed in the
mixed NaBr=NaCl aerosols is illustrated in Fig. 4 as the
measured ion surface concentration in the solid aerosols
compared to the concentration in the primary droplets. The
horizontal full and dash-dotted lines indicate the maximal
bromine surface enrichment possible, which is determined
by the volume/surface ratios of the aerosols and thus
depends on their size. The measured d ¼ 70-nm size
corresponds to an approximately 6-fold bromine excess,
which coincides well with the estimate based on geometric
reasoning, showing that the geometric maximal segregation is indeed reached physically. The geometric maximal
bromine surface excess for d ¼ 40-nm aerosols (lower

dash-dotted line) is lower because of the lower volume/
surface ratios compared to the d ¼ 70-nm aerosols. The
opposite holds for d ¼ 100-nm aerosols, having a higher
maximal surface enrichment than the d ¼ 70-nm aerosols
because of their higher volume/surface ratio (upper dashdotted line), where the larger bulk region acts as a larger
reservoir for bromine than in d ¼ 70-nm aerosols. For a
macroscopic mixed NaBr=NaCl sample, the high volume/
surface ratio implies that the bulk holds enough bromine
ions for a high surface enhancement at the surface region
since the surface region is small in large samples compared
to the bulk. Previously published results on bromine surface
segregation in larger systems are also shown in Fig. 4. The
surface enhancement reported for bulk NaCl=NaBr mixtures reaches up to 16 times [22] (blue dot) and 35 times
[20] (dark green dot). Such a high enrichment is not
attainable for nanometer-scale aerosols because of their
high surface/volume ratio, and contrary to the present results
on nanometer-scale aerosols, large model systems cannot
provide realistic values for the surface concentration
enhancement for sizes very abundant in the atmosphere.
What drives the Br surface enrichment in the solid
aerosols? Two factors are considered: (i) The water/air
interface affinity of bromine ions is higher than that of
chlorine ions [43,44], and in mixed NaCl=NaBr solutions,
Br is surface enhanced at the expense of Cl. This has been
observed in bulk water and is assumed to be the case in
droplets as well since it is a surface-specific effect and is not
expected to vary with the size of the bulk. (ii) The second
factor is the different efflorescence points of NaCl and
NaBr. As the salt concentration in the droplets increases
because of the evaporation of water, it reaches saturation and crystallization will commence. The efflorescence
points for NaCl and NaBr are 45% [13] and 23% [45],
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FIG. 4. Surface excess of bromide compared for different
NaCl=NaBr mixing ratios in the aqueous droplets. The horizontal
full line represents maximal bromide enhancement for complete
surface segregation in d ¼ 70-nm solid aerosols. The observed
surface enrichment below 2% for d ¼ 70 nm is in good agreement with the value expected for complete segregation. For
comparison, the dash-dotted lines indicate the surface enhancement expected for complete bromine segregation in d ¼ 40-nm
and d ¼ 100-nm solid aerosols. The bromide surface excesses
found by Zangmeister et al. [20] and Ghosal et al. [22] on larger
crystals are also indicated. Because of the very low surface/bulk
ratios in large crystals, the bulk serves as a quasi-infinite reservoir
of bromide in such extended crystals, allowing higher surface
excesses than can be reached in nanometer-scale aerosols. The
broken line indicates the bromide surface concentration in the
absence of surface segregation.

respectively. For NaCl nanoparticles with diameters larger
than 40 nm, the efflorescence point is similar to that of the
bulk [13]. For smaller particles, the efflorescence point
varies with size because of surface energy effects. The
particles used here have an aerodynamic diameter of 70 nm,
and size effects are thus not expected to play a role. For
sufficiently large droplets, the efflorescence points differ in
a similar manner to the molar solubility (6.14 mol=l for
NaCl and 8.82 mol=l for NaBr), and segregation in precipitation from mixed (bulk) solutions has been observed,
where the chemical composition of the precipitate differs
from that of the remaining solution [46,47].
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The present findings have crucial implications for
atmospheric chemistry involving solid sea-salt aerosols.
In the marine boundary layer, where salt-containing droplets are formed by wind action, the high relative humidity
prevents their crystallization to solid aerosols. In order for
efficient crystallization to occur, transport by wind to
regions of lower relative humidity is needed. This can
be accomplished by either vertical or horizontal (inland)
transport. Under the drying conditions used here, the
relative humidity at the outlet of the dryers is 8% and
thus significantly below the efflorescence points for both
NaCl (45% [13]) and NaBr (23% [45]) and assures a
thorough drying. The lack of signal in the O 1s x-ray
absorption region provides additional proof for the dryness
of solid aerosols. Such dry nanoscopic solid aerosols are
not expected in the humid marine boundary layer but are
abundant in dryer regions of the atmosphere [48].
The average Br=Cl ratio in sea water is 1:660 (0.15%).
This ion ratio lies within the mixing-ratio region where
complete bromine surface segregation is observed (Fig. 4).
The data in Fig. 2 indicate a maximal bromide surface
concentration of 0.95% for the d ¼ 70-nm NaBr=NaCl
aerosols with mixing ratios similar to those in sea water. For
sea-water samples, the presence of a multitude of other
ionic species may complicate the picture, as ionic competition for the aerosol surface will likely not involve only
bromine and chlorine, and future studies should address
multicomponent mixtures. Nevertheless, since sea-salt
aerosols in the atmosphere have a wide size distribution
extending from 5 nm to the micron range [14], the present
findings indicate that size-dependent surface segregation
must be considered in realistic modeling of aerosol chemistry in the atmosphere. As such, the described findings can
be considered as a reliable contributor to the key issue of
ozone depletion.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have measured the local bromine/
chlorine surface ratio in solid mixed NaBr=NaCl nanometerscale aerosols grown from droplets of aqueous solutions.
This method mimics the way sea-salt aerosols are generated
in the atmosphere from sea spray. We find that surface
segregation of bromine takes place. By varying the Br=Cl
ratio in the initial droplets, we find that the bromine
segregation is complete (all bromine contained in the
primary droplets lies in the surface region of the solid
aerosol) at Br=Cl mixing ratios below approximately 2%.
This finding has potentially far-reaching atmospheric
implications since the Br=Cl ratio in sea water is
0.15% and thus within the range where complete surface
segregation can take place in nanometer-scale solid
aerosols if they are transported away from the marine
boundary layer to the region of lower relative humidity
where they will crystallize. The level of bromine surface
enrichment at complete surface segregation is determined
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by the surface/volume ratio of the aerosols, and we
demonstrate that macroscopic mixed-salt crystals are
not reliable model systems for ion surface segregation
in submicron aerosols due to the higher surface/volume
ratio of the nanometer-scale aerosols.
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